FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ARL-SHIPPING.COM’S CONTAINER CRANE LOGGER APP IN GOOGLE PLAY
arl-shipping.com’s crane activity logging app for Android phones and phablets is released for
public try-out in Google Play to container ports, stevedores and shipping lines
representatives.The Android Crane Logger push crane activities logged from the quayside to
the Crane Logger cloud app, providing an online crane activities dashboard during the call to
stakeholders, and automatic post-call statistics of accumulated crane activities timings and
volumetrics.
HONG KONG, 11 JUNE 2015 – the tallyman’s Android phone with the Crane Logger app on
the quay works in synergy with arl-shipping.com’s cloud Crane Logger, displaying real-time
loggings and giving visibility to crane stoppages, waiting for yard handling gear and trucks,
weather breaks, breakbulk or other special cargoes handling times, hatch covers and gear
boxes, breaks for shift changes, meals, and more. The crane activities’ loggings are sync’ed
from the quay side Android phones to the cloud Crane Logger within seconds.
arl-shipping.com’s, Director, René Bendt, states “the Android Crane Logger brings operational
value adding IT support to any port transport professional irrespectively of local IT
investments and corporate infrastructure, piggybacking on national mobile telco
infrastructure, which is available throughout the world, including almost all 3rd world ports”.
He continues: “aside from the direct benefits of real-time crane activity loggings which
cannot be tampered with, the Crane Logger’s cloud app leverage the power of
always-and-anywhere-internet accessibility by providing a real-time dashboard giving insight
to what actually goes on under the cranes during the port stay”.
For additional information on the Crane Logger, contact Evgeny Drokov or visit
www.arl-shipping.com/cl.
Crane Logger Android app @Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=arl.terminal.cranelogger.
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